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Abstract. We use the theory of institutions to capture the concept of a
heterogeneous logical environment as a number of institutions linked by
institution morphisms and comorphisms. We discuss heterogeneous specifications built in such environments, with inter-institutional specification
morphisms based on both institution morphisms and comorphisms. We
distinguish three kinds of heterogeneity: (1) specifications in logical environments with universal logic (2) heterogeneous specifications focused at
a particular logic, and (3) heterogeneous specifications distributed over
a number of logics.

1

Introduction

The theory of institutions [GB92] provides an excellent framework where the
theory of specification and formal software development may be presented in
an adequately general and abstract way [ST88a,ST97,Tar03]. The initial work
within this area captured specifications built and developments carried out in
an arbitrary but fixed logical system formalised as an institution. However, the
practice of software specification and development goes much beyond this. Different logical systems may be appropriate or most convenient for specification of
different modules of the same system, of different aspects of system behaviour,
or of different stages of system development. This leads to the need for a number
of logical systems to be used in the same specification and development project,
linked by appropriate notions of morphisms between institutions [GR02]. This
observation spurred a substantial amount of research work already, and motivates the research presented here.
In such a framework, one works in a heterogeneous logical environment formed
by a number of logical systems formalised as institutions and linked with each
other in a way captured by various maps between institutions. One such logical
environment is the Hets family of institutions [Mos05], supported by a tool to
build and work with heterogeneous specifications [MML07].
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Given a heterogeneous logical environment, there are several possible ways
of using it to build heterogeneous specifications:
1. In some logical environments, we have a single logical system (usually coming with good tool support) that can be used as a universal logic into which
all other systems are mapped. Then the maps between logics are used for
mapping specifications from all logics in the environment into the universal
logic, where they can be further combined then as usual. Various logical systems have been proposed and used as such universal logics, including higherorder logic in various versions [NPW02], Edinburgh LF [HHP93], rewriting
logic [MOM02], fork algebra [PF06], etc.
2. Focused heterogeneous specifications are more liberal: parts of a specification may be written in different logics (also exploiting the availability of
specialised tools for these logics). However, these parts ultimately are assembled in one logical system, where the models of interest live. This is
made possible by extending the repertoire of specification-building operations with ones that move specifications from one logic to another using
various maps between logical systems, as perhaps first mentioned in the
context similar to what we use here in [ST88b] and further developed in
[Tar96,Tar00,Mos03,Dia02].
3. Distributed heterogeneous specifications involve a number of specifications
in different logical systems, with compatibility links between them given by
logic maps, but not necessarily with a single specification in a particular logic
providing an overall integration. Heterogeneous development graphs [Mos02b]
offer a first hint in this direction.
While the first two methodologies have been studied in the literature, the third
one seems to have attracted only little attention from the formal specification
community so far, although it is clear that in frameworks like UML, distributed
heterogeneous specifications arise rather naturally.
In this paper we largely set up a framework for further work, collecting the
ideas, concepts and facts put forward earlier at other places (by us and others).
No new big results are to be expected at this stage. However, a new overall
view of heterogeneous logical environments and distributed specifications in such
environment seems to be emerging here.
We introduce a notion of a heterogeneous logical environment, and study to
what extent such environments can be made uniform, i.e., based on one kind
of a mapping between institutions. We discuss various ways of building focused
heterogeneous specifications in such environments. Then, given heterogeneous,
inter-institutional (co)morphisms between such specifications and specification
categories they define, we introduce distributed specifications as specification
diagrams. These come with a natural notion of a distributed model, and so
also other standard concepts like consistency, consequence, implementations,
etc. Finally, we show that these concepts apply in the context of heterogeneous
specification categories built over any heterogeneous logical environment.
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Heterogeneous Logical Environments

Let us begin by recalling the notion of an institution, as a formalisation of an
arbitrary logical system [GB92], assuming that the reader is familiar with all the
intuitions that this notion brings in.
Definition 2.1. An institution I consists of:
– a category SignI of signatures;
– a functor SenI : SignI → Set,1 giving a set Sen(Σ) of Σ-sentences for
each signature Σ ∈ |SignI |, and a function Sen(σ) : Sen(Σ) → Sen(Σ 0 ),
denoted by σ, that yields σ-translation of Σ-sentences to Σ 0 -sentences for
each signature morphism σ : Σ → Σ 0 ;
2
– a functor ModI : Signop
I → Set, giving a set Mod(Σ) of Σ-models for
each signature Σ ∈ |SignI |, and a functor Mod(σ) : Mod(Σ 0 ) → Mod(Σ),
denoted by |σ , that yields σ-reducts of Σ 0 -models for each signature morphism σ : Σ → Σ 0 ; and
– for each Σ ∈ |SignI |, a satisfaction relation |=I,Σ ⊆ ModI (Σ)×SenI (Σ)
such that for any signature morphism σ : Σ → Σ 0 , Σ-sentence ϕ ∈ SenI (Σ)
and Σ 0 -model M 0 ∈ ModI (Σ 0 ):
M 0 |=I,Σ 0 σ(ϕ) ⇐⇒ M 0 |σ |=I,Σ ϕ
[Satisfaction condition]
Whenever convenient, we avoid spelling out the standard notations for institution components, and allow primes, subscripts and superscripts to determine
which institution is referred to.
The next concept we need is a mapping between institutions. We concentrate
here on institution morphisms [GB92] and on institution comorphisms (named
so in [GR02]; see “plain maps of institutions” in [Mes89] and “institution representations” in [Tar87,Tar96]).
Definition 2.2. Let I and I 0 be institutions. An institution morphism µ : I →
I 0 consists of:
– a functor µSign : Sign → Sign0 ;
– a natural transformation µSen : µSign ; Sen0 → Sen,3 that is, a family of
0 Sign
functions µSen
(Σ)) → Sen(Σ), natural in Σ ∈ |Sign|; and
Σ : Sen (µ
– a natural transformation µMod : Mod → (µSign )op ; Mod0 , that is, a family
of functions µMod
: Mod(Σ) → Mod0 (µSign (Σ)), natural in Σ ∈ |Sign|,
Σ
0 Sign
such that for any signature Σ ∈ |Sign|, the translations µSen
(Σ)) →
Σ : Sen (ρ
0 Sign
Mod
Sen(Σ) of sentences and µΣ : Mod(Σ) → Mod (ρ
(Σ)) of models preserve
the satisfaction relation, i.e., for any ϕ0 ∈ Sen0 (µSign (Σ)) and M ∈ Mod(Σ):
1
2

3

The category Set has all sets as objects and all functions as morphisms.
To keep things simple, we work with the version of institutions where morphisms
between models, not needed here, are disregarded. To capture standard examples,
we should allow here for the use of classes, rather than just sets of models — but
again, we will disregard such foundational subtleties here.
We write composition of morphisms in any category in the diagrammatic order and
denote it by “;” (semicolon).
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0
Mod
0
0
M |=Σ µSen
Σ (ϕ ) ⇐⇒ µΣ (M ) |=µSign (Σ) ϕ

[Satisfaction condition]

Institution morphisms compose in the obvious, component-wise manner. The
category of institutions with institution morphisms is denoted by IN S.
An institution comorphism ρ : I → I 0 consists of:
– a functor ρSign : Sign → Sign0 ;
– a natural transformation ρSen : Sen → ρSign ; Sen0 , that is, a family of func0 Sign
tions ρSen
(Σ)), natural in Σ ∈ |Sign|; and
Σ : Sen(Σ) → Sen (ρ
– a natural transformation ρMod : (ρSign )op ; Mod0 → Mod, that is, a family
of functions ρMod
: Mod0 (ρSign (Σ)) → Mod(Σ), natural in Σ ∈ |Sign|,
Σ
0 Sign
such that for any Σ ∈ |Sign|, the translations ρSen
(Σ))
Σ : Sen(Σ) → Sen (ρ
0 Sign
Mod
of sentences and ρΣ : Mod (ρ
(Σ)) → Mod(Σ) of models preserve the
satisfaction relation, i.e., for any ϕ ∈ Sen(Σ) and M 0 ∈ Mod0 (ρSign (Σ)):
0
Mod
M 0 |=0ρSign (Σ) ρSen
Σ (ϕ) ⇐⇒ ρΣ (M ) |=Σ ϕ

[Satisfaction condition]

Institution comorphisms compose in the obvious, component-wise manner. The
category of institutions with institution comorphisms is denoted by coIN S.
Whenever no confusion may arise, the superscripts identifying the components of
an institution morphism will be omitted, so that all components of an institution
morphism µ will be written as µ, and similarly for institution comorphisms.
Even though the only essential difference between institution morphisms and
comorphisms is in the direction of sentence and model translations w.r.t. signature translation, the intuition they capture is quite different. Very informally,
an institution morphism µ : I → I 0 shows how a “richer” institution I is “projected” onto a “poorer” institution I 0 (by removing some parts of signatures and
models of I to obtain the simpler signatures and models of I 0 , and by embedding
simpler I 0 -sentences into more powerful I-sentences). Then, an institution comorphism I → I 0 shows how a “simpler” institution I is represented in a “more
complex” institution I 0 (by representing the simpler signatures and sentences of
I as signatures and sentences of I 0 , and extracting simpler I-models from more
complex I 0 -models).4
Given the two possible ways to link institutions with each other, a notion of
a heterogeneous logical environment may be formalised as a collection of institutions linked by institution morphisms and comorphisms.
Definition 2.3. A heterogeneous logical environment HLE is a collection of institutions and of institution morphisms and comorphisms between them, that is,
a pair of diagrams hHLE µ : G µ → IN S, HLE ρ : G ρ → coIN Si5 in the category
4

5

Variants of comorphisms are also used to encode “more complex” institutions into
“simpler” ones: e.g. in [GR02], a so-called simple theoroidal comorphism is used
to code first-order logic with equality in first-order logic without equality. See also
[MDT09] for discussion of relative strength of logical systems in a similar context.
We assume that G µ is a graph that gives the shape of the diagram; its nodes n ∈ |G µ |
carry institutions HLE µ (n) linked by institution morphisms HLE µ (e) : HLE µ (n) →
HLE µ (m) for each edge e : n → m in G. Similar notation is used for diagrams in
other categories.
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IN S of institutions and their morphisms and coIN S of institutions and their
comorphisms, respectively, such that the two underlying graphs have no common
edges and diagrams coincide on common nodes, i.e., for all nodes n ∈ |G µ | ∩ |G ρ |,
HLE µ (n) = HLE ρ (n).
We write G for the union of G µ and G ρ , and w.l.o.g. assume that all the
nodes of the underlying graphs are common, |G| = |G µ | = |G ρ |.
Such a heterogeneous logical environment is morphism-uniform if G ρ is discrete (has no edges); we can then identify HLE with HLE µ : G → IN S. Similarly, HLE is comorphism-uniform if G µ is discrete; we can identify it then with
HLE ρ : G → IN S.
The lack of uniformity in linking institutions in heterogeneous environments (we
use both institution morphisms and comorphisms here; other kinds of maps between institutions may be considered as well) may be somewhat surprising and
certainly is technically cumbersome. Morphism-uniform environments, where
only institution morphisms are used, are conveniently captured by a single diagram in the appropriate institution category, and similarly for comorphismuniform environments. These concepts coincide with what was studied in the
literature as indexed institutions [Dia02] and indexed coinstitutions [Mos02a].
One way to make logical environments uniform is by noticing that in fact a
link of each kind may be captured by links of the other kind, albeit in general
a span of those may be needed. This has been noticed already in [Mos03] and
spelled out in [Mos05]; see also [MW98] for similar ideas with institution forward
morphisms (called transformations there) as a primary notion.
Definition 2.4. Consider an institution morphism µ : I → I 0 . We build an
“intermediate institution” by re-indexing I 0 using the signature translation: I00 =
hSign, µSign ; Sen0 , µSign ; Mod0 , h|=0µSign (Σ) iΣ∈|Sign| i. Two comorphisms emerge
then6 : ρµ,1 = hid , µSen , µMod i : I00 → I and ρµ,2 = hµSign , id , id i : I00 → I 0 .
The comorphism span for µ, written span(µ), is the following span of institution
ρµ,1
ρµ,2
comorphisms: I ←− I00 −→ I 0 .
Consider an institution comorphism ρ : I → I 0 . We build an “intermediate
institution”: I00 = hSign, ρSign ; Sen0 , ρSign ; Mod0 , h|=0ρSign (Σ) iΣ∈|Sign| i. Two institution morphisms emerge then: µρ,1 = hid , ρSen , ρMod i : I00 → I and µρ,2 =
hµSign , id , id i : I00 → I 0 . The morphism span for ρ, written span(ρ), is the folµρ,1
µρ,2
lowing span of institution morphisms: I ←− I00 −→ I 0 .
Informally, the span of comorphisms span(µ) captures exactly the same relationship between the components of I and I 0 as the original institution morphism
µ : I → I 0 ; and similarly, the span of morphisms span(ρ) captures exactly the
same relationship between the components of I and I 0 as the original institution
comorphism ρ : I → I 0 .
6

We write id for identities in any category, in particular, here for the identity functor
as well as the identity natural transformations.
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This essentially allows us to concentrate on heterogeneous logical environments that are uniform in the sense that only institution morphisms (or comorphisms) are used to link with each other the institutions involved.
Definition 2.5. Let HLE = hHLE µ : G µ → IN S, HLE ρ : G ρ → coIN Si be
a heterogeneous logical environment. By span µ (HLE) : span µ (G) → IN S we
denote the morphism-uniform environment obtained from HLE by replacing each
comorphism ρ in HLE ρ by span(ρ). Similarly, by span ρ (HLE) : span ρ (G) →
coIN S we denote the comorphism-uniform environment obtained from HLE by
replacing each morphism µ in HLE µ by span(µ).
Note that the “uniformisation” described above typically will change the shape
of the graph underlying the heterogeneous logical environment: while building
span µ (HLE) we remove each edge in G ρ adding a corresponding span of edges
in G µ , with a new node that carries the new “intermediate” institution, and
similarly for span ρ (HLE).
A very rough intuition about various ways of linking institutions by spans
ρ

ρ0

and sinks of (co)morphisms is that in a span of comorphisms I ←− I0 −→ I 0
µ0

µ

and in a sink of morphisms I −→ I0 ←− I 0 , the intermediate institution I0
captures the common features of I and I 0 , and so this relationship may be used
to express some “sharing” requirements between models of I and I 0 . Dually,
ρ

ρ0

µ

in a sink of comorphisms I −→ I0 ←− I 0 and in a span of morphisms I ←−
µ0

I0 −→ I 0 , the intermediate institution I0 is richer than both I and I 0 and
combines the features present in them, and therefore may be used to express
some “consistency” properties between models of I and I 0 .

3

Specifications and Their Heterogeneous Categories

The original purpose of introducing the notion of institution (under the name
of a language in [BG80]) was to free the theory of specifications from dependency on any particular logical system. We follow [ST88a] and for an arbitrary
institution I consider a class Spec I of specifications built in I starting from
basic specifications (presentations, which essentially consist of a signature and
a set of sentences over this signature) by means of a number of specificationsbuilding operations, including union of specifications with common signature
(written SP 1 ∪ SP 2 ), translation along a signature morphism (written σ(SP )),
hiding (or “derive”) w.r.t. a signature morphism (written SP 0 |σ ), etc. We will
not dwell here on the particular choice of these operations, as usual assuming
though that specifications come with their basic semantics given in terms of
model classes. That is, for each specification SP ∈ Spec I , we have its signature Sig[SP ] ∈ |Sign| and its class of models Mod [SP ] ⊆ Mod(Sig[SP ]). In
particular, we have Mod [SP 1 ∪ SP 2 ] = Mod [SP 1 ] ∩ Mod [SP 2 ], Mod [σ(SP )] =
{M 0 | M 0 |σ ∈ Mod [SP ]}, and Mod [SP 0 |σ ] = {M 0 |σ | M 0 ∈ Mod [SP 0 ]}. The semantics also determines the obvious notion of specification equivalence: SP 1 ≡
SP 2 iff Sig[SP 1 ] = Sig[SP 2 ] and Mod [SP 1 ] = Mod [SP 2 ].
6

Working in a heterogeneous logical environment, where we have a number
of institutions linked by institution morphisms and comorphisms (no uniformity
assumption necessary at this stage), we can enrich the collection of specificationbuilding operations by translation along institution comorphisms and hiding
w.r.t. institution morphisms, see [ST88b,Tar96]. Somewhat less naturally, we can
also define translation along institution morphisms and hiding w.r.t. institution
comorphisms, but the target signature has to be given explicitly then:
Definition 3.1. Let µ : I → I 0 be an institution morphism. Given a specification SP ∈ Spec I , we write SP |µ for a new specification in Spec I 0 with the semantics given by Sig[SP |µ ] = µSign (Sig[SP ]) and Mod [SP |µ ] = µMod (Mod [SP ])
( = {µMod
Sig[SP] (M ) | M ∈ Mod [SP ]}).
Given a specification SP 0 ∈ Spec I 0 and signature Σ ∈ |Sign| such that
µSign (Σ) = Sig[SP 0 ], we write µ(SP 0 )Σ for a new specification in Spec I with the
semantics given by Sig[µ(SP 0 )Σ ] = Σ and Mod [µ(SP 0 )Σ ] = (µMod )−1 (Mod [SP 0 ])
0
( = {M ∈ Mod(Σ) | µMod
Σ (M ) ∈ Mod [SP ]}).
Let ρ : I → I 0 be an institution comorphism. Given a specification SP ∈
Spec I , we write ρ(SP ) for a new specification in Spec I 0 with the semantics given
by Sig[ρ(SP )] = ρSign (Sig[SP ]) and Mod [ρ(SP )] = (ρMod )−1 (Mod [SP ]) ( =
0
{M 0 ∈ Mod0 (ρSign (Sig[SP ])) | ρMod
Sig[SP] (M ) ∈ Mod [SP ]}).
Given a specification SP 0 ∈ Spec I 0 and signature Σ ∈ |Sign| such that
ρ
(Σ) = Sig[SP 0 ], we write SP 0 |Σ
ρ for a new specification in Spec I with
Mod
(Mod [SP 0 ])
]
=
Σ and Mod [SP 0 |Σ
the semantics given by Sig[SP 0 |Σ
ρ ] = ρ
ρ
0
0
0
Mod
( = {ρΣ (M ) | M ∈ Mod [SP ]}).
Sign

These new, inter-institutional specification-building operations may be arbitrarily mixed with other (intra-institutional) operations, yielding heterogeneous
specifications. Parts of such specifications may be given in different institutions
of the heterogeneous logical environment we work in. However, each such a specification as a whole eventually focuses on a particular institution in this environment, where its overall semantics (signature and the class of models) is given. In
essence, viewed from a certain perspective, such focused heterogeneous specifications do not differ much from the structured specifications built within a single
institution. For instance, the view of a software specification and development
process as presented in [ST88b,ST97] directly adapts to the use of such specifications without much (semantic) change. For each institution I, we still denote
the class of such heterogeneous specifications focused on I by Spec I .
The standard notion of a specification morphism carries over to heterogeneous specifications focused at the same institution without any change: a specification morphism between specifications SP , SP 0 ∈ Spec I is a signature morphism σ : Sig[SP ] → Sig[SP 0 ] such that for all models M 0 ∈ Mod [SP 0 ], M 0 |σ ∈
Mod [SP ]. This yields the category SpecI of specifications focused on I, with
the model-class semantics that extends to the functor Mod : Specop
I → Set.
To generalise this definition to a truly heterogeneous case, with specifications
involved focused on different institutions, we first have to appropriately gener7

alise the notion of a signature morphism. Of course, we need some link (given
by an institution morphism or comorphism) between the institutions involved.
Definition 3.2. Consider institutions I and I 0 and signatures Σ ∈ |Sign| and
Σ 0 ∈ |Sign0 |.
A heterogeneous signature morphism is a pair hµ, σi : Σ → Σ 0 that consists of
an institution morphism µ : I 0 → I and a signature morphism σ : Σ → µSign (Σ 0 )
in Sign. It induces the heterogeneous reduct |hµ,σi : Mod0 (Σ 0 ) → Mod(Σ)
0
Mod
0
defined as the composition µMod
Σ 0 ; Mod(σ), i.e., M |hµ,σi = µΣ 0 (M )|σ , for all
0
0
0
M ∈ Mod (Σ ).
A heterogeneous signature comorphism is a pair hρ, σ 0 i : Σ → Σ 0 that consists
of an institution comorphism ρ:I → I 0 and a signature morphism σ 0 :ρSign (Σ) →
Σ 0 in Sign0 . It induces the heterogeneous reduct |hρ,σ0 i : Mod0 (Σ 0 ) → Mod(Σ)
0
0
Mod
defined as the composition Mod0 (σ 0 ) ; ρMod
Σ , i.e., M |hρ,σ 0 i = ρΣ (M |σ 0 ), for
0
0
0
all M ∈ Mod (Σ ).
Heterogeneous signature morphisms compose as expected: hµ1 , σ1 i ;hµ2 , σ2 i =
hµ2 ; µ1 , σ1 ; µSign
(σ2 )i. For any morphism-uniform heterogeneous logical envi1
ronment HLE µ : G µ → IN S this yields the heterogeneous category Sign(HLE µ )
of signatures in institutions in HLE µ with heterogeneous morphisms that involve
institution morphisms in HLE µ (and their compositions, and identities). Then
model functors extend to Mod(HLE µ ) : Sign(HLE µ )op → Set using the reducts
defined above.
Heterogeneous signature comorphisms compose as expected: hρ1 , σ1 i ;hρ2 , σ2 i =
hρ1 ; ρ2 , ρSign
(σ1 ) ; σ2 i. For any comorphism-uniform heterogeneous logical envi2
ronment HLE ρ : G ρ → coIN S this yields the heterogeneous category Sign(HLE ρ )
of signatures in institutions in HLE ρ with heterogeneous comorphisms that involve institution comorphisms in HLE ρ (and their compositions, and identities).
Then model functors extend to Mod(HLE ρ ) : Sign(HLE ρ )op → Set using the
reducts defined above.
We stop short here of defining translation of sentences and proving the satisfaction condition. Otherwise though, the above follows the construction of the
category of signatures and model reducts in the Grothendieck institution given
in [Dia02] for the morphism-uniform case and in [Mos02a] for the comorphismuniform case (heterogeneous signature (co)morphisms were called Grothendieck
signature morphisms there). For full formality, signatures in the heterogeneous
categories of signatures defined above should really be written as pairs hI, Σi,
marking them explicitly with the institution they come from (or even with the
nodes in the institution diagram) but we continue relying on the reader’s good
will to decipher the institution from the context.
Note that we retain the overall informal idea that a signature morphism goes
from the simpler to more complex signature — hence the contravariance with
the use of institution morphisms in the definition of heterogeneous signature
morphism. This intuition also dictated the choice of the placement and direction
of signature morphism components in heterogeneous signature (co)morphisms.
8

Note also that the inter-institutional specification-building operations given
in Def. 3.1 arise now as hiding w.r.t. and translation along heterogeneous signature morphisms and comorphisms (with the identities as signature morphisms).
In a (non-uniform) heterogeneous logical environment HLE, Def. 3.2 yields
two heterogeneous signature categories, one for the morphism-uniform, the other
for the comorphism-uniform part of HLE. The two categories share all objects,
but have different morphisms. We can put these categories together by formally
adding compositions of morphisms of the two kinds involved, modulo the expected identification of morphisms that arise from intra-institutional signature
morphisms by adding identity institution (co)morphisms.
Definition 3.3. Let HLE = hHLE µ , HLE ρ i be a heterogeneous logical environment, and consider the disjoint union of the signature categories of all institutions in HLE, which embeds in the obvious way into both Sign(HLE µ ) and
Sign(HLE ρ ). We write Sign(HLE) for the heterogeneous category of signatures in HLE and their generalised heterogeneous morphisms, defined as the
pushout (in Cat7 ) of the two embedding functors. The model functors extend
to Mod(HLE) : Sign(HLE)op → Set using the compositions of reducts from
Def. 3.2.
We again stop short from extending this definition to a complete construction of
a Bi-Grothendieck institution for HLE with Sign(HLE) as its signature category
and Mod(HLE) as its model functor, as spelled out in [Mos03].
Given the above, the definitions of inter-institutional specification morphisms
are now obvious (cf. [Dia98] for a similar notion of an extra theory morphism, and
the notions of specification morphisms arising in Grothendieck (co)institutions).
Definition 3.4. Consider a heterogeneous logical environment HLE, institutions I and I 0 in HLE and specifications SP ∈ Spec I and SP 0 ∈ Spec I 0 .
A generalised heterogeneous signature morphism ζ : Sig[SP ] → Sig[SP 0 ] ∈
Sign(HLE) is a heterogeneous specification morphism ζ : SP → SP 0 if for all
models M 0 ∈ Mod [SP 0 ], M 0 |ζ ∈ Mod [SP ]. Heterogeneous specification morphisms compose, which yields the heterogeneous category Spec(HLE) of specifications focused on institutions in HLE. The model functions extend to the
functor Mod(HLE) : Spec(HLE)op → Set, using heterogeneous reducts.
Given a heterogeneous logical environment HLE = hHLE µ , HLE ρ i, the heterogeneous category of specifications Spec(HLE) has subcategories Spec(HLE µ )
and Spec(HLE ρ ), given by heterogeneous signature morphisms of the form
hµ, σi ∈ Sign(HLE µ ) and, respectively, by heterogeneous signature comorphisms
of the form hρ, σi ∈ Sign(HLE ρ ).
The category SpecI of specifications focused on a particular institution in an
environment is a subcategory of the heterogeneous category of specifications built
in the environment (via the obvious embedding which adds identity institution
(co)morphisms).
Directly from the definitions:
7

Cat is the (quasi-)category of all categories, as usual.
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Lemma 3.5. Consider institutions I, I 0 and specifications SP ∈ Spec I , SP 0 ∈
Spec I 0 .
A heterogeneous signature morphism hµ, σi : Sig[SP ] → Sig[SP 0 ] (so that
µ : I 0 → I, σ : Sig[SP ] → µSign (Sig[SP 0 ])) is a heterogeneous specification morphism hµ, σi : SP → SP 0 if and only if σ : SP → SP 0 |µ is a specification morphism (in SpecI ).
A heterogeneous signature comorphism hρ, σ 0 i : Sig[SP ] → Sig[SP 0 ] (so that
ρ : I → I 0 , σ 0 : ρSign (Sig[SP ]) → Sig[SP 0 ]) is a heterogeneous specification morphism hρ, σ 0 i : SP → SP 0 if and only if σ 0 : ρ(SP ) → SP 0 is a specification
morphism (in SpecI 0 ).
In all the specification categories we consider, equivalent specifications are
isomorphic (identity signature morphisms being isomorphisms between them).
One observation about the heterogeneous categories of specifications as defined above is that they reveal a potential problem with making heterogeneous
logical environments uniform. Replacing institution morphisms by spans of comorphisms, and vice-versa, replacing institution comorphisms by spans of morphisms, changes the inter-institutional specification-building operations that are
available in the logical environment. Fortunately, in view of symmetry in Def. 3.1,
this is not much of a problem:
Lemma 3.6. Let µ : I → I 0 be an institution morphism, and let span(µ) be
ρµ,1
ρµ,2
I ←− I00 −→ I 0 .
– SP |µ ≡ ρµ,2 (SP |Σ
ρµ,1 ) for any SP ∈ Spec I with Sig[SP ] = Σ.
0
Sign
(Σ) = Sig[SP 0 ].
– µ(SP 0 )Σ ≡ ρµ,1 (SP 0 |Σ
ρµ,2 ) for any SP ∈ Spec I 0 with µ
Dually then, let ρ : I → I 0 be an institution comorphism, and let span(ρ) be
µρ,1
µρ,2
I ←− I00 −→ I 0 .
– ρ(SP ) ≡ µρ,1 (SP )Σ |µρ,2 for any SP ∈ Spec I with Sig[SP ] = Σ.
0 Σ
0
Sign
(Σ) = Sig[SP 0 ].
– SP 0 |Σ
ρ ≡ µρ,2 (SP ) |µρ,1 for any SP ∈ Spec I 0 with ρ
Together with Lemma 3.5, this yields a useful characterisation of heterogeneous
specification (co)morphisms, see [Mos03]:
Proposition 3.7. Let µ : I → I 0 be an institution morphism, where span(µ) is
ρµ,1
ρµ,2
I ←− I00 −→ I 0 . Consider specifications SP ∈ Spec I and SP 0 ∈ Spec I 0 and heterogeneous signature morphism hµ, σi : Sig[SP 0 ] → Sig[SP ]. Then hµ, σi : SP 0 →
Sig[SP]
SP is a specification morphism if and only if σ : SP 0 → ρµ,2 (SP |ρµ,1 ) is a
specification morphism (in SpecI 0 ).
µρ,1
µρ,2
Let ρ : I → I 0 be an institution morphism, where span(ρ) is I ←− I00 −→ I 0 .
0
Consider specifications SP ∈ Spec I and SP ∈ Spec I 0 and heterogeneous signature comorphism hρ, σi : Sig[SP ] → Sig[SP 0 ]. Then hρ, σi : SP → SP 0 is a
specification morphism if and only if σ : µρ,1 (SP )Sig[SP] |µρ,2 → SP 0 is a specification morphism (in SpecI 0 ).
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This proposition is the central motivation for the use of spans. It means that
all proof obligations arising in a mixed heterogeneous logical environment can
be properly expressed already in a uniform heterogeneous logical environment,
using spans (even if one cannot express them directly as a theory morphism
between original specifications).
However, specification morphisms that arise from institution morphisms and
spans of comorphisms that replace them are quite different, and similarly for
comorphisms and spans of morphisms. In particular, given a heterogeneous specification morphism hµ, σi : SP 0 → SP , with an institution morphism µ : I → I 0 ,
there seems to be no natural way to link specifications SP and SP 0 by heterogeneous specification comorphisms built over the comorphism span span(µ)
(but see Sect. 5.5 for more on this). Consequently, for a heterogeneous logical environment HLE, the heterogeneous specification categories Spec(HLE),
Spec(span µ (HLE)) and Spec(span ρ (HLE)) are quite different in general.

4

Uniformity via Signature Adjunctions

The discrepancy between the categories of heterogeneous specifications built on
institution morphisms and the one built on the spans of comorphisms that could
replace them, pointed out in Sect. 3, may seem a bit disturbing and suggests
a search for “better” ways of making heterogeneous logical environment uniform. One such possibility arises in most practical examples, when institution
morphisms involve “forgetful” signature functors that have left adjoints (which
restores the “forgotten” structure of signatures in the source institution in the
free way) and/or when institution comorphisms involve signature functors that
have right adjoints (that forget the extra structure added to signatures of the
source institution to encode them in the target institution). Under such circumstances, institution morphisms can be turned into comorphisms, and vice versa,
see [AF96,Dia08]:
Theorem 4.1. Let µ : I 0 → I be an institution morphism and let µSign :Sign0 →
Sign have a left adjoint ρSign : Sign → Sign0 with unit η : id Sign → ρSign ; µSign .
= Sen(ηΣ );µSen
Then L(µ) = hρSign , ρSen , ρMod i, where for Σ ∈ |Sign|, ρSen
Σ
ρSign (Σ)
Mod
Mod
and ρΣ = µρSign (Σ) ; Mod(ηΣ ), is an institution comorphism L(µ) : I → I 0 .
Let ρ : I → I 0 be an institution comorphism and let ρSign :Sign → Sign0 have
a right adjoint µSign : Sign0 → Sign with counit ε : µSign ; ρSign → id Sign0 . Then
0
Sen
R(ρ) = hµSign , µSen , µMod i, where for Σ 0 ∈ |Sign0 |, µSen
Σ 0 = ρµSign (Σ 0 ) ; Sen (εΣ 0 )
0
and µMod
= Mod0 (εΣ 0 ) ; ρMod
Σ
µSign (Σ 0 ) , is an institution morphism R(ρ) : I → I.
Moreover, R and L can be chosen so that R(L(µ)) = µ and L(R(ρ)) = ρ.
Now, given any heterogeneous logical environment HLE = hHLE µ , HLE ρ i, if
all institution comorphisms in HLE ρ have signature functors with right adjoints, we can build a morphism-uniform heterogeneous logical environment
adj µ (HLE) with each institution comorphism ρ in HLE ρ replaced by the institution morphism R(ρ). Then the specification categories Spec(HLE) and
11

Spec(adj µ (HLE)) are equivalent. Similarly, if all institution morphisms in HLE µ
have signature functors with left adjoints, we can build a comorphism-uniform
heterogeneous logical environment adj ρ (HLE) with each institution morphism
µ in HLE µ replaced by the institution comorphism L(µ). Then the specification
categories Spec(HLE) and Spec(adj ρ (HLE)) are equivalent. These equivalences
follow essentially from results in [Mos02a,Dia08], which show that switching between institution morphisms and comorphisms as in Thm. 4.1, and so between
indexed institutions and indexed coinstitutions, does not affect the resulting
Grothendieck institution that can be built.
More explicitly, focused heterogeneous specifications that one can build as
in Def. 3.1 using an institution morphism coincide (up to equivalence) with
those one can build using the institution comorphism determined by the left
adjoint to the signature functor of the institution morphism, and vice versa.
Moreover, in each case, heterogeneous specification morphisms determine each
other (generalising the original result of [AF96] for theories).
Lemma 4.2. Let µ and ρ be as in Thm. 4.1, with L(µ) = ρ and R(ρ) = µ.
Consider specifications SP ∈ Spec I , SP 0 ∈ Spec I 0 with Sig[SP ] = Σ and
Sig[SP 0 ] = Σ 0 . Then:
–
–
–
–

µ(Σ 0 )

SP 0 |µ ≡ (SP 0 |εΣ0 )|ρ
ρ(SP ) ≡ µ(ηΣ (SP ))ρ(Σ)
0
µ(SP )Σ0 ≡ εΣ00 (ρ(SP )), for any Σ00 ∈ |Sign0 | with µSign (Σ00 ) = Σ,
Sign
0
SP 0 |Σ
(Σ0 ) = Σ 0 .
ρ ≡ (SP |µ )|ηΣ0 , for any Σ0 ∈ |Sign| with ρ

Moreover, if σ : Σ → µSign (Σ 0 ) and σ 0 : ρSign (Σ) → Σ 0 are signature morphisms
corresponding to each other under bijection given by the adjunction between signature categories (i.e., such that ηΣ ; µSign (σ 0 ) = σ) then hµ, σi is a heterogeneous specification morphism hµ, σi : SP → SP 0 iff hρ, σ 0 i is a heterogeneous
specification comorphism hρ, σ 0 i : SP → SP 0 .
Overall this means that then when in a heterogeneous logical environment
the institution morphisms or comorphisms link signature categories by adjunctions, we can gracefully make the environment uniform by replacing institution
morphisms by the corresponding comorphisms or, respectively, by replacing institution comorphisms by the corresponding morphisms, with losing neither specifications that can be built nor heterogeneous (co)morphisms between them.

5

Distributed Specifications

Heterogeneity of the logical environment was used in focused heterogeneous specifications to build various parts of specifications in various logical systems (institutions) and then put them together to end up in one logical system, where
the models of interest are. However, quite often, for instance in UML [BRJ98],
heterogeneous specifications are presented rather differently, by simply giving a
12

number of specifications in various logical systems, and then (implicitly or explicitly) linking them with each other to ensure the expected compatibility properties. This leads to the idea of distributed specifications which we will present
in this section; see also [CKTW08] for an earlier sketch of this to provide an
understanding of distributed heterogeneous UML specifications.
5.1

Distributed Specifications and Their Models

We will work in the context of a specification frame: a category Spec of (abstract)
specifications with semantics given by a model functor Mod : Specop → Set.
The terminology follows [CBEO99], the concept appeared earlier as “specification logic” in [EBCO92,EBO93]). As before, functions Mod(σ), for σ : SP →
SP 0 in Spec, will be called reducts and denoted by |σ . Moreover, specification
frames can be linked by morphisms and comorphisms much in the same way as
institutions, by just leaving out the sentence translation component.
For a while we will not need to discuss how such a specification frame was
built: for instance, it may be the category of specifications built in an institution
(which is perhaps the prime example) or a heterogeneous category of specifications built over a heterogeneous logical framework (which are examples of
interest here).
Definition 5.1. Let F = hSpec, Mod : Specop → Seti be a specification frame.
A distributed specification in F is a collection of specifications linked by specification morphisms, that is, a diagram DSP : G → Spec in Spec.
A distributed model of DSP is a family of models hMn in∈|G| that is compatible with morphisms in DSP (i.e., for each edge e : n → m in G, Mm |DSP(e) =
Mn ) and such that for each node n ∈ |G|, Mn ∈ Mod(DSP (n)). We write
Mod [DSP ] for the collection of all such distributed models of DSP .
A specification morphism between distributed specifications DSP : G → Spec
and DSP 0 : G 0 → Spec is a pair (F, τ ), where F : G → G 0 is a functor, and
τ : DSP → F ; DSP 0 a natural transformation. Such morphisms compose as
usual, which yields the category DSpec(F) of distributed specifications in F.
Distributed model reducts w.r.t. such morphisms are defined in the obvious way: for M0 = hMn0 in∈|G 0 | ∈ Mod [DSP 0 ], M0 |(F,τ ) = M, where M =
hMF0 (m) |τm im∈|G| ∈ Mod [DSP ].
This defines a new specification frame DSP(F) of distributed specifications
in F and their distributed models.
Similar concepts were introduced for instance already in [Cla93]. The definition
of DSP(F) resembles the construction of the institution of structured theories
in [DM03], but differs from it somewhat by using whole specifications (linked by
specification morphisms) as the building blocks for our distributed specifications,
whereas the institution of structured theories relies on the use of collections of
sentences distributed over signature diagrams.
Given the notion of a distributed specification and its class of models, many
concepts and terminology carry over from standard to distributed specifica13

tions. For instance, consistency: a distributed specification DSP is consistent
if Mod [DSP ] 6= ∅.
5.2

Removing Distributivity

The literature so far focused largely on specification frames that are homogeneous
in some sense, for instance arise as the category of theories or of specifications
built in a single institution, with the usual semantics. In such a case, the following fact will often apply and could be used to diminish the role of distributed
specifications by using a corresponding standard (colimit) specification.
Proposition 5.2. Let F = hSpec, Mod : Specop → Seti be a (finitely) exact
specification frame — that is, Spec is (finitely) cocomplete and Mod preserves
(finite) limits.8
Then for any (finite) distributed specification DSP : G → Spec in F, there
exists a (colimit of DSP ) specification SP ∈ |Spec| with specification morphisms hιn : DSP (n) → SP in∈|G| such that each model M ∈ Mod [SP ] determines uniquely a distributed model of DSP , hM |ιn in∈|G| ∈ Mod [DSP ], and vice
versa: each distributed model hMn in∈|G| ∈ Mod [DSP ] determines a unique model
M ∈ Mod [SP ] such that Mn = M |ιn for n ∈ |G|.
This construction can easily be turned into both a morphism and a comorphism
of specification frames:
Proposition 5.3. Let F = hSpec, Mod : Specop → Seti be an exact specification frame. Then there is a specification frame (co)morphism Colim : DSP (F) →
F, taking a distributed specification to its colimit, that is an isomorphism on
model classes.
A similar fact, although not stated explicitly there, is already present in the
proof of Thm. 20 in [DM03].
The assumption necessary for Props. 5.2 and 5.3 holds for instance for specification frames given by the categories of theories or of specifications (closed
under translation and union) built in any (finitely) exact institution, where the
category of signatures is (finitely) cocomplete and the model functor preserves
(finite) limits, see [GB92,ST88a,DGS93]. It is well-known that practically all
institutions that capture many-sorted logics are in fact exact. For single-sorted
case, the model functors tend not to preserve coproducts, but typically such institutions are semi-exact (signature pushouts exists and the model functor maps
them to pullbacks in Set). Then the resulting specification frames are semi-exact
in the analogous sense, which is enough to establish the fact as above for finite
connected distributed specifications.
However, this is quite in contrast with specification frames typically arising in
heterogeneous logical environments, where (semi-)exactness is very rare. What
one essential would need then is the (semi-)exactness of Grothendieck institutions built over (uniform) heterogeneous logical environments. See [Dia02] for
8

That is, Mod maps (finite) colimits in Spec to limits in Set.
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results than ensure this for the morphism-uniform case, and [Mos02a] for the
comorphism-uniform case. Unfortunately, albeit mathematically interesting and
elegant, these results tend to rely on assumptions that are rarely met by the
environments arising in practice — for instance, they require the shape of the
heterogeneous logical environment to be (co)complete. This essentially would
imply that in our logical environment there already is a single “maximal” institution capable of expressing all the specifications built in other institutions in
the environment via a unique representation. For example, in the Heterogeneous
Tool Set Hets [MML07], there is no such “maximal” institution, rather, there
are “local maxima”, like the logic of Isabelle/HOL, which is used to encode many
other logics. But even when restricting to a subgraph of logics represented in Isabelle/HOL, each logic is typically represented in it in more than one way, and
so this is not a colimit (indeed, a colimit would have to make identifications that
turn it into a rather artificial institution). Moreover, not all of the comorphisms
involved in Hets are exact, but this would be needed to make the Grothendieck
institution exact.
This is why distributed specifications become of real interest and relevance
in the context of heterogeneous logical environments.
As stated above, the exactness assumption of Prop. 5.3 is unrealistically
strong. A somewhat more realistic assumption is the following:
Definition 5.4. A specification frame F = hSpec, Mod : Specop → Seti is
quasi-exact if each diagram D : G → Spec has a cocone hιn : D(n) → SP in∈|G|
that, moreover, is weakly amalgamable. The latter means that any compatible
family of models hMn ∈ Mod(D(n))in∈|G| can be amalgamated to a (not necessarily unique) model M ∈ Mod(SP ) with M |ιn = Mn for n ∈ |G|.
This notion leads to a mathematically less elegant, but practically somewhat
more applicable variant of Prop. 5.3:
Proposition 5.5. Let F = hSpec, Mod : Specop → Seti be a quasi-exact specification frame. Let Discr (DSP(F)) be the sub-specification frame of DSP(F)
where all non-identity specification morphisms are removed. Then there is at
least one specification frame comorphism WeakAmalg : Discr (DSP(F)) → F
that is surjective on models, taking a distributed specification to the tip of a
weakly amalgamable cocone.
Note that the need of the move to discrete specification categories (via Discr ( ))
is caused by the construction not being functorial.
5.3

Implementing Distributed Specifications

Working in a specification frame F = hSpec, Modi, in this section we adapt to
distributed specifications the standard view of the process of systematic software
development, as presented using implementation steps involving constructors,
see [ST88b,ST97]. Recall that for (standard) specifications SP and SP 0 , a constructor from SP 0 to SP is simply a function κ : Mod [SP 0 ] → Mod [SP ]. Given
15

ó

such a constructor, we say that SP 0 implements SP via κ, written SP κ SP 0 .9
To generalise this to distributed specifications, we also have to “distribute” the
constructor:
Definition 5.6. To implement a distributed specification DSP : G → Spec by
DSP 0 : G 0 → Spec, one needs to provide a covering function f : |G| → |G 0 | and
a family of constructors K = hκn : Mod [DSP 0 (f (n))] → Mod [DSP (n)]in∈|G| .
Then DSP 0 implements DSP via f and K, written DSP f, K DSP 0 , if for
each distributed model hMn0 in0 ∈|G 0 | ∈ Mod [DSP 0 ], the family hκn (Mf (n) )in∈|G|
is compatible with morphisms in DSP .

õ

ö

Of course, if DSP f, K DSP 0 then for each distributed model hMn0 in0 ∈|G 0 | ∈
Mod [DSP 0 ], hκn (Mf (n) )in∈|G| is a model of DSP .
As can be seen directly from the definition, to establish DSP f, K DSP 0
we first have to show that for all n ∈ |G|, DSP (n) κn DSP 0 (f (n)) (which is
just as in the implementation steps for standard specifications) and then add
that the constructors in K on the respective models from any family satisfying
(and hence compatible with) DSP 0 yield a family of models compatible with
DSP . The latter requirement is essentially new and, in general, may require new
proof techniques. However, in some simple cases it can be shown using standard
categorical reasoning:

ô

ö

Proposition 5.7. Consider any distributed specifications DSP : G → Spec and
DSP 0 : G 0 → Spec, and let (F, τ ) : DSP → DSP 0 be a specification morphism in
DSpec(F). Then DSP f, K DSP 0 , where f is the object (node) part of F and
K = h |τn in∈|G| is the family of reducts w.r.t. τn , n ∈ |G|.

õ

Note that the above is just an instance (in DSP(F)) of the well-known general
fact that for any specification morphism σ : SP → SP 0 , the reduct w.r.t. σ yields
a correct implementation of SP by SP 0 , SP | SP 0 , cf. [ST88b].
σ
In the case captured by the proposition above, we ensure that the family of
constructors given as reducts w.r.t. specification morphisms preserves compatibility of model families in the most simple and expected categorical way. The
use of reducts as constructors here may seem very restrictive, but in fact, if one
works in a sufficiently rich specification frame, for instance based on institutions
with “derived” signature morphisms, then reducts may cover essentially all relevant constructors. Here, a very general concept of a derived signature morphism
may be used. Informally, a derived signature morphism δ : Σ → Σ 0 maps each
symbol in Σ to its definition in terms of symbols in Σ 0 ; then for any Σ 0 -model
which interprets the symbols in Σ 0 , its reduct w.r.t. δ is a Σ-model built using
the definitions for the symbols in Σ given by δ. In an institution-independent setting, a derived signature morphism could be defined to be an ordinary signature
into a definitional extension (see Def. 5.8 below).

ô

9

The definition in the framework of an institution is a bit more delicate: κ is a partial
function between model classes over the signatures of SP 0 and SP , respectively, and
then for SP κ SP 0 one requires that on models in Mod [SP 0 ], κ is defined and yields
models in Mod [SP ].

ó
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Finally, we should stress here that the above notion of implementation covers
all possible (and necessary in the development process) changes. First, as usual,
individual specifications may be refined, by adding more requirements and “implementation decisions”. Second, the structure of the distributed specification
may change here: ultimately, we may even arrive at a single standard specification. Finally, in the case when we are working in the heterogeneous category of
specifications built in a heterogeneous logical framework, institutions in which
individual specifications are built may be changed as well!
5.4

Comparing Distributed Specifications

For usual (homogeneous or focused heterogeneous) specifications, we have introduced the basic notion of equivalence as a way to identify specifications with
the same model classes. For distributed specifications, this cannot be so simple.
The point is that, very informally, some of the nodes in a distributed specification may play only an auxiliary role, so that in any distributed model of
such a distributed specification, the individual models given for such nodes are
always uniquely determined by the rest of the family. Effectively, such nodes
and their corresponding individual models may be disregarded when comparing distributed models of distributed specifications. This leads to a generalisation of the notion of equivalence of specifications in any specification frame
F = hSpec, Modi.
Definition 5.8. A specifications SP 0 is a definitional extension of a specification SP along a specification morphism σ : SP → SP 0 if any SP -model has a
unique σ-expansion to an SP 0 -model, i.e., the reduct |σ : Mod [SP 0 ] → Mod [SP ]
is a bijection.
Definition 5.9. Two specifications SP 1 and SP 2 are pre-equivalent, written
SP 1 ∼
= SP 2 , iff there is a common definitional extension SP of SP 1 and SP 2 .
Derived equivalence10 of specification is defined to be transitive closure of preequivalence.
Proposition 5.10. Derived equivalence is an equivalence. In exact specification frames, pre-equivalence is transitive, hence derived equivalence and preequivalence coincide.
Now, two distributed specifications DSP 1 : G1 → Spec and DSP 2 : G2 →
Spec are pre-equivalent (in DSP(F)) iff there is a distributed specification
DSP : G → Spec with distributed specification morphisms (F1 , τ1 ) : DSP 1 →
DSP and (F2 , τ2 ) : DSP 2 → DSP such that DSP is a definitional extension of
DSP 1 along (F1 , τ1 ) and of DSP 2 along (F2 , τ2 ). In other words, any distributed
model M1 ∈ Mod [DSP 1 ] extends then uniquely along (F1 , τ1 ) to a distributed
model of DSP , which in turn reduces (uniquely) w.r.t. (F2 , τ2 ) to a distributed
model of DSP 2 , and vice versa, yielding a “natural” bijection between distributed
models of DSP 1 and DSP 2 , respectively.
10

This terminology is meant to reflect the comments concerning derived specification
morphisms in Sect. 5.3 above.
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5.5

Distributed Heterogeneous Specifications

The machinery developed above may now be employed to deal with distributed
heterogeneous specifications in a heterogeneous logical environment HLE, understood as collections of specifications in HLE linked by (generalised) heterogeneous specification morphisms. Formally, such a distributed heterogeneous specification is just a distributed specification in the sense of Def. 5.1 in the specification frame HSF(HLE) = hSpec(HLE), Mod(HLE)i, given by Def. 3.4. This
yields the specification frame DSP(HSF(HLE)) of distributed heterogeneous
specifications. We can extend it further to an institution:
Definition 5.11. Let HLE be a heterogeneous logical environment. Then the
institution DHSI(HLE) has the category DSpec(HSF(HLE)) of distributed
heterogeneous specifications as its “signature” category; the model functor is inherited from DSP(HSF(HLE)). Given a distributed specification DSP : G →
Spec(HLE) in |DSpec(HSF(HLE))|, a DSP -sentence is of the form hn, ϕi
for n ∈ |G| and ϕ ∈ SenIn (Σn ), where Sig[DSP (n)] = hIn , Σn i. A distributed
model hMk ik∈|G| ∈ Mod [DSP ] satisfies such a sentence hn, ϕi if Mn |= ϕ in In .
For a distributed specification morphism (F, τ ) : (DSP : G → Spec(HLE)) →
(DSP 0 : G 0 → Spec(HLE)) in DSpec(HSF(HLE)), translation of such a sentence is given by (F, τ )(hn, ϕi) = hF (n), τn (ϕ)i, where for each n ∈ |G|, the
translation τn (ϕ) of ϕ along the generalised heterogeneous specification morphism τn is defined by composing in the natural order the translations along
the signature morphism and the institution (co)morphism involved in τn . The
satisfaction condition follows easily.
DHSI(HLE) leads, in the expected way, to a notion of logical consequences
of a distributed specification (sentences that hold in all models of the distributed specifications). Spelling this out: for DSP : G → Spec(HLE), n ∈ |G|,
Sig[DSP (n)] = hIn , Σn i, and ϕ ∈ SenIn (Σn )), we say that hn, ϕi is a consequence of DSP , written DSP |=n ϕ, iff for all distributed models hMk ik∈|G| ∈
Mod [DSP ], Mn |=In ,Σn ϕ. Note that such consequences include, in general properly, the usual consequences of the individual specifications involved.
DHSI(HLE) also gives a notion of a (distributed heterogeneous) theory of
a distributed heterogeneous specification: for DSP : G → Spec(HLE) and n ∈
|G| with Sig[DSP (n)] = hIn .Σn i, we have Th(DSP )(n) = {ϕ ∈ SenIn (Σn ) |
DSP |=n ϕ}. Then for each e : m → n in G, the signature morphism DSP (e) is a
theory morphism, DSP (e) : Th(DSP )(m) → Th(DSP )(n), so that we get a diagram in the usual (heterogeneous) category of theories of HLE. Note though that
the individual theories Th(DSP )(n) need not be in general finitely presentable
in In , even if all the individual specifications in DSP are finite presentations.
An interesting alternative way to present distributed heterogeneous specifications would be to first define an institution that differs from DHSI(HLE)
by taking as signatures diagrams in the category Sign(HLE) of heterogeneous
signatures (which would coincide with the institution of structured theories,
as defined in [DM03], built for the Bi-Grothendieck institution of HLE). It is
easy to see that each distributed heterogeneous specification could be then obtained as a structured specification built in this institution. Moreover, although
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structured specifications in this institution would also correspond to families of
specifications with their signatures linked by signature morphisms that are not
necessarily specification morphisms, it can be shown that for such structured
specifications, at least when their signatures are finite directed diagrams, we can
always give an equivalent distributed heterogeneous specification as defined here.
If the specification frame HSF(HLE) is quasi-exact, Prop. 5.5 can be used
for DSP(HSF(HLE)). Moreover, it can be checked that the specification frame
morphism WeakAmalg defined on Discr (DSP (HSF(HLE))) there can be extended to an institution comorphism from DHSI(HLE) to the Bi-Grothendieck
institution build on HLE. The importance of this fact lies in the possibility of
transferring logical consequence:
Proposition 5.12. For any institution comorphism ρ : I → I 0 that is surjective
on models, and set of Σ-sentences Γ ∪ {ϕ} in I, we have:
0

I
Γ |=IΣ ϕ iff ρSen
ρSen
Σ (Γ ) |=
Σ (ϕ)

That is, given any proof calculus or theorem prover capturing logical consequence
in I 0 , we can re-use it to capture logical consequence in I. When combined
with Prop. 5.5, this means that for quasi-exact (Bi-Grothendieck) institutions,
logical consequence for distributed heterogeneous specifications can be reduced
to logical consequence for focused heterogeneous specifications.
In a heterogeneous setting, the property of quasi-exactness for the specification frame (or institution) of heterogeneous specifications remains quite a strong
requirement. However, if one restricts attention to distributed specifications with
particular shapes of diagram (namely, so-called connected finitely bounded infcomplete diagrams), then it can be obtained under rather realistic assumptions.
For details, see Corollaries 30 and 31 of [CM08].
Finally, we can return in this setting to the issue of making heterogeneous
logical environments uniform. It turns out that for any heterogeneous logical environment HLE, even though the heterogeneous specification categories
Spec(HLE), Spec(span µ (HLE)) and Spec(span ρ (HLE)) are quite different,
the distributed specifications we can build in each of these categories are essentially the same.
Proposition 5.13. Given a heterogeneous logical environment HLE, consider
any distributed heterogeneous specification DSP ∈ |DSpec(HLE)|. There exists then a comorphism-uniform distributed heterogeneous specification DSP ρ ∈
|DSpec(span ρ (HLE))| such that DSP ρ ∼
= DSP . Similarly, there is a morphismuniform distributed heterogeneous specification DSP µ ∈ |DSpec(span µ (HLE))|
such that DSP µ ∼
= DSP .
The proof is related to that of Thm. 11 of [Mos03], relying on Prop. 3.7. For
ρµ,1
instance, consider an institution morphism µ : I → I 0 , where span(µ) is I ←−
ρµ,2
I00 −→ I 0 , specifications SP ∈ Spec I , with Sig[SP ] = Σ, and SP 0 ∈ Spec I 0 , and a
signature morphism σ : Sig[SP 0 ] → µSign (Σ). Then a heterogeneous specification
hµ,σi

morphism SP 0 −→ SP in a distributed heterogeneous specification may be
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hid,σi

replaced by a sequence of heterogeneous specifications comorphisms SP 0 −→
ρµ,2 (SP |Σ
ρµ,1 )

6

hρµ,2 ,idi

←−

SP |Σ
ρµ,1

hρµ,1 ,idi

−→

SP .

Final Remarks

The sentence part of the institution morphisms and comorphisms has rarely
played any role in the considerations in this paper (that is, after sentences have
been used to build basic specifications). Consequently, we could replace the use
of institution morphisms and comorphisms by institution semi-morphisms and
semi-comorphisms, respectively (semi-(co)morphisms are just like (co)morphisms
but without the translation of sentences, and hence without caring about the
satisfaction at all, see [ST88b,Tar96]). With the obvious projection from the
category of institutions and their (co)morphisms to the category of institutions
and their semi-(co)morphisms, essentially all we presented here would be a special case of a formally more general (but in the presentation basically identical) development using semi-morphisms and semi-comorphisms. Of course, the
sentences and satisfaction start matter when it comes to consideration of consequence and proofs in the framework presented here. Remarks on theories for
distributed specifications and discussion of Prop. 5.5 in Sect. 5.5 give but the first
hints in this direction. Then full institution morphisms and comorphisms provide considerably more possibilities then their “semi-” versions. A proof calculus
for focused heterogeneous specifications has been developed in [Mos02a,Mos05].
Using Prop. 5.5, it can be extended to distributed heterogeneous specifications
under suitable conditions using weakly amalgamable cocones, which are not unrealistic to be met in practice. The exact tuning of these conditions remains a
topic for further research. In cases without weak amalgamation, probably there
is no better way than to resolve the proof problems on a case-by-case basis, for
each specific link between institutions.
A simple analysis of possible mutual directions of translations involved in
maps between institutions leads to further notions of maps between institutions,
as suggested in [Tar96] and then studied in [GR02] (see also [MW98]). In particular, when all translations go in the same direction, we obtain institution forward
morphisms, and when both sentences and models are translated contravariantly
w.r.t. signatures, we obtain forward comorphisms. It turns out that the span
construction helps here again: with spans of morphisms, we can simulate forward (co)morphisms (as well as semi-(co)morphisms) much in the same way as
we have been able to simulate comorphisms, see [Mos05] for details. (A similar
remark holds for spans of comorphisms.) It may be a bit more difficult to bring
into the picture institution (co)morphisms in their theoroidal versions, where
signatures of one institution are mapped to theories, rather than just signatures, of the other institution [Mes89,GR02]. A technically easy way to achieve
this is to add to the heterogeneous logical environment enough infrastructure
to allow for expressing theoroidal institution (co)morphisms as plain institution
(co)morphisms: for each institution I, its institution of theories I th needs to be
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added, along with the obvious morphism I th → I and comorphism I → I th .11
While the general theory works also for this extended heterogeneous logical environment, it remains to be checked which properties of the heterogeneous logical
environment are preserved under this extension, and whether the duplication of
I into I and I th can be eliminated, possibly using techniques of [Mos96]. At
least it is clear that a theorem prover for I can easily be lifted to I th .
While non-uniform heterogeneous logical environments naturally arise and
can be used in practice, we also offer two ways to make them uniform. The first
way, via adjunctions between signature categories, leaves the resulting category
of heterogeneous specifications essentially untouched. However, adjunctions are
not always available. The second way, via the construction involving spans, is
completely general, but leads to a certain modification of the category of heterogeneous specifications. While the same focused heterogeneous specifications
can be expressed, we do not directly obtain the same heterogeneous specification
(co)morphisms. Nevertheless, we can capture the proof obligations that the morphisms in the non-uniform environment carry by considering logically equivalent
specification diagrams. The same method shows that making a heterogeneous
logical environment uniform preserves (up to equivalence) the set of distributed
heterogeneous specifications.
Another possibility would be to consider an even more general category of
institutions, where both morphisms and comorphisms (as well as their semi- and
forward versions) can be placed together. One obvious candidate could be based
on a notion of institution relational links, where the categories of signatures are
linked e.g. by distributors (also called profunctors) [Bor94], which are a relational
version of functors. Then for any two related signatures, a relation between the
sentences over them and a relation between models over them would be given,
natural in the related signature morphisms. Generalising the satisfaction condition for institution (co)morphisms, we would of course require these relations to
preserve satisfaction. Such relational links clearly compose and cover all kinds
of maps between institutions we considered. Hence, in this way we would obtain
a category of institutions with relational links between them, into which each
of the categories of institutions considered so far could be faithfully embedded.
However, as far as we can see, such a category brings little benefit: the notion
so obtained seems a bit artificial, and does not ensure any of the expected properties (e.g., entailment is in general neither preserved nor reflected by relational
links, the category is neither finitely complete nor finitely cocomplete, etc).
One consequence may be that we have to live with non-uniform environments,
where the maps considered do not compose in general, and so we cannot view
them simply as diagrams in a category of institutions. In fact, this is what is
really happening in Hets [MML07,Mos05], where both institution morphisms
and comorphisms are used, while the projection (via spans) to a comorphismuniform environment is applied for theorem proving. Future work will apply
11

Even generalised theoroidal comorphisms in the sense of [Cod] can then be expressed
as semi-comorphisms between institutions of theories.
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this approach to the heterogeneous logical environment arising from UML (see
[CKTW08] for initial promising steps in this direction).
Acknowledgements Many thanks to the anonymous referees for detailed comments.
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